MAY
they would call it a c shoppe*. It stands back in
a state of splendid Tudor complication, as if look-
ing for a herb garden. I admire its reactionary
detachment. It looks like Sir Walter Raleigh dis-
covered in broad daylight in the Strand after a
Covent Garden masque ; its very clock plays prettily
with time, like the clock in the north transept of
Wells Cathedral.
I went in here among silks and ivories—a real
stately galleon come to anchor—but I was dis-
appointed to find that the crew do not dress to
match the ship. Malvolio should be a shop-walker
there. Some one should be taught to play on the
viol de gambqys.
Lower down in Regent Street I bought a pair
of gloves in a strange shop. It is a man's shop
designed on feminine lines.
Men are furtive shoppers. All our favourite shops
are small. We slink into dens in Savile Row whose
windows are shrouded against the vulgar gaze by
dark screens, and nothing but a pair of trousers in
course of composition flung carelessly over the screen
conveys to the outside world that this is a tailor's,
We hunt our ties and our socks in queer, out-of-
the-way places which specialize in ties and socks,
and charge us for it. When two of us come together
on these little vanities the last-comer lurks in the
background, rather embarrassed to have caught a
fellow-man ministering to his feet or to his face.
We are shy creatures.
This new shop is anti-furtive : it is a blaze of
Brummellism. Its many floors reek of masculine
vanity. (I found it full of women buying things
for their men !) A polite acolyte asked if I would
care to be shown over the shop, and I said I would*
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